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You of the “comfortable classes,'’ super-skilled products. In other words, into that engineering 

of labor, professional and business ele- problem of bringing the essential factors of produc-
HEREVER the capitalist system of pro
duction prevails, in America "or the indus- aristocrats 
trialized regions of Europe, the community ments who are hostile or indifferent to the prob- tion together, is injected, like a Munkay wrench into

lems of the undiscriminate masses, ever this social the cogs of a machine, the “rights” of private own-
3W
e - jp^ from hand to mouth in such a way that its

livelihood depends on the effectual working of its abyss yawns for you or yours and daily from your ership in society’s means of life.
industrial system from day to day. In such a case ranks they come hurtling down like fallen angels. A What is the “right” of ownership that plays such 

disturbance and derangement of the pro- New York department store employing 3,000 “re- havoc with our engineering proposition? Consid-
spectables,” reports a yearly labor turnover of 13,000. eration of it shows that it can not be stated in me- 
There is a moral for you in the great lexiographer’s chanical terms, in terms of stresses and strains or 
saying, upon his witnessing Tyburn Jack hauled to quantities with which an engineer could deal. The 
the gibbet, “There, but for the grace of God, goes “right” of ownership to a thing is a matter of im- 

a condition fall with greatest force upon the wage Samuel Johnson.” Should the humanism of John- putation, a “right’ ’given by custom, old use and 
working class Partial and, complete stoppage bf son be beyond your capacity of feeling and under- want, traditional habits of thought, m other words 
industries means a stoppage of income for the un- standing, on the lower grounds, then, of selfish it is a right conferred by social sanction which, in 
employed and a reduction for those who are part interest, the abolishing of the abyss might engage modem times, is enacted in law enforced by the 

" time and even fully employed, due in the latter case your energies! power of the State. Presumably, should the gen-
to a general decline in the rate of wages because of The question of unemployment is only a second- era! concensus of opinion change to that tiiect, then 
the totiipetition of surplus laborers on the labor ary and derived problem of the greater problem pre- the law conferring a “right” could be nullified. The 
market So that for the workers, there is an in- sented by the nature of the social economy of the statement that the law of “property rights” rests on 
creased precariousness of livelihood, and a reduc- capitalist system of production, out of which un- the general concensus of opinion is a broad one 
tion in its standards, which at best are never far employment issues as effect from its cause. There- however, and has an important reservation. For we

V lore it is necessary to look into this social economy, are informed by a present day sociologist, Professor 
Looked at in a certain way, there are two factors John R. Commons, that in actual practice, “Law is

not the expression of the whole of society, but of
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a serious
cess of production always brings immediate hard
ship to large sections of the community. Such a 
condition wS have with us in the present world
wide industrial depression. The hardships of cuch
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Aabove the subsistence line.
Industrial crises were first noted and commented 

upon,:as of periodic occurrence, in 1825. The per
iod between the crises decreased as time went on

ATIOHAL

in the process of production, essential and common 
to all states of productivity in all ages ; these are, its sovereign element or social class.” Karl Marx 
on the one hand, the material equipment and on the also stated long before, that the bourgeois State

is but the executive committee of the bourgeois 
In property interests. And so, underneath the skin 

of civilized man with his theory of law, we beheld

i;8 p.m.
11 a.m.
8 o'clock.

~i ;until some twenty years ago, when a chrojvc dc-
Th/ ^hi?fi’wfe'iS»ly interrupted bftbr other, the im*MW bWM, «ipiipmaa» or knowledge of 

demands of the late war market. During that per- ways and means of procuring * livelihood, 
iod the depression did not keep at one level, but had modern times, the material equipment is such as,
it* occasional lapses , to' lower ones. On the other natural resources, mills, mines, factories, railroads, the barbarian who takes hold by matter of fact
hand there Were occasional spurts of brisk business etc., and the immaterial equipment, is a vast, com- physical prowess.
activity though at no time was industry as a whole plex body of knowledge incapable of being pos Private ownership of the material equipment of 

Ç-- operating at capacity or anyway near absorbing sessed as whole by a single Individual or a group, production conceivably might be m accordance with 
the whole working population. Always there was but is in e possession of society as a whole. This social well-being where that equipment is small- 
a„ ever-increasing industrial reserve army, and un-^ productive knowledge is a social product and is the scale in character, as m handicraft production, and

ÎV ' employment -and want haunted the working class outcome of the accumulated experiences of the widely distributed, thus conferring economic inde
Hke a spectre This condition of depression ,n the human race in the arts of production through all pendence upon large masses of the people. The 
industrial world is due to “over-production,” which the ages. For this knowledge to become effective small-scale character of such industrial equipment, 
exists because the productive capacity of modem in the production of those things necessary to sat- moreover, determines that work for a livelihood i* 
industry constantly, and progressively as its meth- isfy human needs and desires, it must have accèss the basis of industry and profit.
ode improve, over-reaches the purchasing capacity to the material equipment, or mEans of wealth pro- We are now, however, as a result of economic

duction development, in the age of large-scale machine pro-
The war market .which stimulated production to The satisfying of human needs is largely a ques- duction. and ownership has become limited to and 

an unprecedented extent, is finished, and capitalism tion of so much food, clothing, shelter, education, centralized in the capitalist class. Industry is now 
is back to normal again. After the hell of war the recreation, etc., and the problem of supply is to give operated primarily for profit. The masses of the 

E.T honors of peace. We are “re-established,” and un- the working population, scientists, production en9 People, being divorced from ownership of industrial 
> 4krr the sacred banner of “business as usual,” the gineers and managers, producers and laborers of all equipment and so without economic independence, 
L4 liWfrifti HI of human lives goes on in the system kinds, who possess knowledge of the arts of produc- =*« now wage workers exiting by the sale of their 
B2 el “hire and fire.” Took to be picked up or laid tion. access to the material equipment of production, labor-power on the terms of a commodity market.

MU, or thrown aride dto the human scrap Stated so, the problem appears as a problem in en- The products which the workers produce are the
> «bu» S» “unemployabk.’ vast masses gineering. a problem of accounting and organ,za- of ^ °L IT

. Y * . .. . - ,, „ __ jp . „ equipment. Ont of the entire mass of produce cre-
wodeeis drift restlessly over the country tion. a scientifically matter OT fact proposition. , H ^ . . ,

‘ .. . n,r And it wouM k, „ we£e it ncLthat in th* cauital ated b> ,be woHane class* rt receives baek but at*> o , ta*» Me umsbnal aecupnbee , .. ..small share. With each advance in the productive
JP"- Swd. * ékWbtntes * high soppres- »t system of production today tto knowledge 0. the ^ ^ cvay nfw mvention and discovCTy, thc 

■on"*1 ****** <* «an. For intense productive arts has become sefrrated from, or at mass q{ ^ products^ over ^ ^
«bet*, th* fundamental sex, parental, and créa- best .only on sufferance of the capitalist owners has , , . . .

ré instincts hâve not normal expression, and it it functional connection with the material equip- tam y 1 r as means ° s °C’ gTOWS
B no psychology to tell us that the result is, to ment. S *rger, putting the markets and necessitating enr-
Jt hkcwdlj. unhappiness. The following phrases This factor of ownership is the crux of the social (ailment of production in the interest of profit. In 

M.lba environmental conditions which baulk problem. The material equipment or means of troth, society suffocates from its own snperabnnd- 
^ “Monotonous work,” "Dirty work,” production are the property«^4 class who do not an ce even while, and because of it, the majority of 
l work,” “Mechanical woHr,” the *Ser- toil, nor is it necesfgqjr 'jfat titoj haye knowledge its members are in the verge of destitution, and 
o^^abor,” “Insecure tenure of the job,” of the arts of production ; 
fire,” "whiter unemployment,” the ever- knowledge is in the paSMariq 
m of the poor district witii the crisse dis- - but do net own the material dquiÿ 

«U the “restricted district of prostitution,” the material equipment of | 
mm %hor turnover,” "sour bunk owned, monopolized by the
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other hand, that many absolutely destitute. _ %
a class who toil Concisely formulated, the functional factors es- 

mt Reeauv sential for supplying community needs are: 
i is prrnrfely Material equipment of prodfClkm, ix., natural
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